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1) Weed out 

i) This round of selection process will weed out 

the applicants without professional and technical 

knowledge. 

ii) We have decided to weed out the three 

incompetent units which have been giving the 

production below the margin from last two years. 

iii) Gossiping and office politics are the things 

that should be weeded out of our working 

atmosphere. 

iv) I have weeded out all the necessary papers and 

files and sent them for approval. 

a) only i & ii 

b) only i, ii& iv 

c) only ii &iii 

d) all except iv 

e) all are correct 

 

2) Whip up 

i) Through his impressive speech the minister 

tried to whip up support from public. 

ii) The advertisement should be designed to whip 

up interest for the product among the potential 

customers.  

iii) Today, I whipped up all the old cassettes and 

records and gave them to junk dealer. 

iv) Today in the morning, I managed time to whip 

up the noodles for my lunch.  

a) only i & ii 

b) only i, ii& iv 

c) only ii &iii 

d) all except iv 

e) all are correct 

 

3) Bring about 

i) I think, the improved quality of product in 

needed to bring about the consumers’ loyalty for 

the brand. 

ii) He tried a lot but could not bring about the 

reconciliation between the two groups. 

iii) I am not able to guess, what has brought about 

the positive change in investors’ attitude? 

iv) I could not bring about medicine you 

requested as it is not available in the market. 

a) only i & ii 

b) only i, ii& iv 

c) only ii &iii 

d) all except iv 

e) all are correct 

 

4) Call for  

i) Due to the news of paper leak, students and 

their parents are calling for the cancellation of 

today’s examination.  

ii) Angry factory workers are calling for the 

release of their three months wages. 

iii) The position of computer engineer calls good 

knowledge of software and hardware both. 
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iv) “An effective sales promotion programme can 

call for huge investment of fund,” suggested the 

marketing head.  

a) only i & ii 

b) only i, ii& iv 

c) only ii &iii 

d) all except iv 

e) all are correct 

 

5) Look through 

i) “Please look through the picture book before 

answering the question,” said the instructor of the 

game.    

ii) She looked through the cookery book and 

prepared very delicious chocolate cookies just 

within half an hour. 

iii) I looked through the window but could not see 

anyone as was very dark. 

iv) He looked through the offer document and 

said yes for the investment. 

a) only i & ii 

b) only i, ii& iv 

c) only ii &iii 

d) all except iv 

e) all are correct 

 

6) Paper over 

 i) In the Global Conference, the two presidents 

tried to paper over their differences.  

ii) The school management is trying to paper over 

its fault.  

iii) I was asked to paper over the letters of this 

month in proper sequence. 

iv) Why did you paper over the complaint, 

registered by the customer? 

a) only i & ii 

b) only i, ii& iv 

c) only ii, iii & iv 

d) all except iv 

e) all are correct 

 

 

 

7) Ramp up 

 i) “School authorities should not have ramped up 

the fees without any prior notice,” said one of the 

parents in the meeting. 

ii) In order to meet the demand, we will have to 

ramp up the production, but first we will have to 

increase the production capacity of the plant. 

iii) Publication house is planning to ramp up the 

price of its monthly edition by 4 percent. 

iv) With help of this software, you can ramp up 

your monthly database easily.  

a) only i & ii 

b) only i, ii& iv 

c) only ii &iii  

d) all except iv 

e) all are correct 

 

8) Tick off 

 i) I have ticked off the names of those candidates 

who have submitted their forms.  

ii) Teacher ticked him off for not submitting the 

assignment on time. 

iii) I ticked him off for not cleaning the cobwebs 

which were hanging from the ceiling. 

iv) Slow processing of the files ticks me off that is 

why I will have to allocate the responsibilities at 

each managerial level. 

a) only i & ii 

b) only i, ii& iv 

c) only ii &iii 

d) all except iv 

e) all are correct 

 

9) Pass off  

 i) The religious procession passed off without any 

problem because city administration deployed the 

security guards at different locations of the city. 

ii) The stale fruit juice was packaged in a new 

bottle and was being passed off as fresh. 

iii) Often he tries to pass off fake and duplicate 

items of his shop as real and genuine. 

iv) I saw you when you were passing off the 

market with your mother. 
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a) only i & ii 

b) only i, ii& iv 

c) only ii &iii 

d) all except iv 

e) all are correct 

 

10) Come apart 

 i) I was trying to take out the chip board from the 

device for repairing but it came apart. 

ii) In the morning, grand paa was cleaning his 

spectacles and it came apart.  

iii) I have sent three sets of books which will come 

apart to you by the end of the week. 

iv) By chance, I got his real picture but it was 

really very old and came apart in my hands. 

a) only i & ii 

b) only i, ii& iv 

c) only  ii &iii 

d) all except iv 

e) all are correct 

 

11) Reach out 

i) In order to get votes and support, minister is 

reaching out to the local communities and villages 

of this area. 

ii) The moment I reach out to my cabin, I will 

search your file and inform you if I get that. 

iii) Last year, our NGO reached out to thousands 

of homeless people and provided them proper 

accommodation. 

iv) Special Task Force has started its work to 

reach out to stranded devotees in the valley. 

a) only i & ii 

b) only i, ii& iv 

c) only  i, iii & iv 

d) all except iv 

e) all are correct 

 

12) See off   

 i) Today, I had to go to see my brother off at the 

station as he has gone to Chandigarh for an 

interview. 

ii) Don’t worry, you people are safe now as these 

Black Commandos will see them off in no time. 

iii) The Poland team tried its best to see off the 

England team but did not get success. 

iv) I have seen off both the cupboard but did not 

get the letter. 

a) only i & ii 

b) only i, ii& iv 

c) only  ii, iii & iv 

d) all except iv 

e) all are correct 

 

13) Back down 

 i) Did he back down and apologize for his act? 

ii) On the complaint of the villagers to the state 

authorities, industrialist had to back down and 

pay compensation to the villagers. 

iii) When she came to know the reality of the 

matter, she immediately backed down. 

iv) I just backed down the luggage in my car and 

locked it.  

a) only i & ii 

b) only i, ii& iv 

c) only  ii, iii & iv 

d) all except iv 

e) all are correct 

 

14) Throw up 

 i) The moment she took the medicine, she 

immediately threw up due to its smell.  

ii) “It is really very good that this meeting has 

thrown up some new ideas for our business 

expansion programme,” said one of the directors 

in the meeting. 

iii) She threw up the chemical in the drain. 

iv) Why did you throw up your last job, when you 

were getting good salary there? 

a) only i & ii 

b) only i, ii& iv 

c) only   iii & iv 

d) all except iv 

e) all are correct 
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15) Get at  

i) Don’t worry, I have locked the papers in the 

cupboard and nobody can get at them.  

ii) My mom kept the chocolate box on high shelf 

where I could not get at it. 

iii) I have not got at my parcel so far that is why I 

am very much worried. 

iv) Investigating officers are trying hard to get at 

the truth. 

a) only i & ii 

b) only i, ii& iv 

c) only  ii, iii & iv 

d) all except iv 

e) all are correct 

 

16) Draw up 

i) Why did you ask the architect to draw up the 

two separate house plans for the same land? 

ii) Have you drawn up the list of the employees 

who have been promoted last month? 

iii) Please draw up the instructions to operate the 

machine. 

iv)  I got the cab booked and it drew up outside 

my hotel just within 30 minutes. 

a) only i & ii 

b) only i, ii& iv 

c)only  ii &iii 

d) all except iv 

e) all are correct 

 

17) Play up 

i) I punished the two students in the activity class 

as they were playing up and disturbing the class.  

ii) Last month, I got my car repaired now it is 

playing up again. 

iii) Their presentation played up the various 

positive aspects of their advertising strategy but 

did not tell anything about the implementation 

cost of the strategy.  

iv) In the musical consort, I played up Sitar. 

a) only i & ii 

b) only i, ii& iv 

c) only  ii &iii 

d) all except iv 

e) all are correct 

 

18) Push back 

i) I have been informed that seminar has been 

pushed backed due to some security reasons. 

ii) If you don’t mind, can we push back our 

business conversation to 30th September?  

iii) It was really very difficult for us to push back 

that heavy box. 

iv) The customer tried to push back on the claim 

that he submitted the fake papers. 

a) only i & ii 

b) only i, ii& iv 

c) only  ii &iii 

d) all except iv 

e) all are correct 

 

19) Reckon with 

i) I did not reckon with the cost of booking 

auditorium while estimating the total fund 

requirement for arranging the programme. 

ii) You should have reckoned with the weather of 

the city before going there. 

iii) Before investing such a huge amount, why did 

you not reckon with the various volatile market 

factors?  

iv) When I saw the picture I immediately 

reckoned with the memories of my school days.  

a) only i & ii 

b) only i, ii& iv 

c) only  ii &iii 

d) all except iv 

e) all are correct 

 

20) Brush up 

i) My teacher suggested that before interview, I 

should brush up my communication skills  

ii) Carpenter brushed up all the furniture with 

wonderful brown polish. 

iii) He has joined the International Language 

Center for brushing up his Russian as he is going 

to Russia for business tour.  
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iv) You will have to brush up your writing skills in 

a very short span of time if you really want to take 

part and win the competition. 

a) only i & ii 

b) only i, ii& iv 

c) only  i, iii & iv 

d) all except iv 

e) all are correct 

 

Answers:  
1) Answer: d) 

The meaning of the phrase “weed out” is “to 

remove a person or thing that is not suitable or 

good enough, especially from a group or 

collection” and it has been applied properly in i, ii 

and iii sentences. 

 

2) Answer: b) 

The phrase “whip up” has more than one 

meaning. These are “Stimulate a particular feeling 

in someone / to make food or a meal very quickly 

and easily” and phrase has been applied properly 

in i, ii and iv sentences. 

 

3) Answer: d) 

The meaning of the phrase “bring about” is “to 

cause something to happen” and it has been 

applied properly in i, ii and iii sentences. 

 

4) Answer: e) 

The meaning of phrase “call for” is “to demand 

that something happens” and it has been applied 

properly in all the sentences. 

 

5) Answer: b) 

The meaning of the phrase “look through” is “to 

examine or read something quickly” and it has 

been applied properly in i, ii and iv sentences. 

 

6) Answer: b) 

The meaning of the phrase “paper over” is  “to 

hide an unpleasant situation, especially a problem 

or disagreement, in order to make people believe 

that it does not exist or is not serious” and phrase 

has been applied in i, ii and iv sentences. 

 

7) Answer: d) 

The meaning of the phrase “ramp up” is “to make 

something increase in amount” and it has been 

applied properly in i, ii and iii sentences. 

 

8) Answer: e) 

The phrase “tick off” has more than one meaning. 

These are “to put the symbol ✓ next to something 

on a list to show that you have dealt with it /  to 

speak angrily to someone who has done 

something wrong /  to annoy someone” and 

phrase has been applied properly in all the 

sentences. 

 

9) Answer: d) 

The phrase “pass off” has more than one 

meaning. These are “to make people believe that a 

person or thing is something else / if an event 

passes off in a particular way, it happens in that 

way” and phrase has been applied properly in i, ii 

and iii sentences. 

 

10) Answer: b) 

The meaning of phrase “come apart” is “if an 

object comes apart, it separates into pieces, either 

because it has been made that way or because it is 

very old or in very bad condition” and phrase has 

been applied properly in i, ii and iv sentences. 

 

11) Answer: c) 

The phrase “reach out” has more than one 

meaning. These are “to try to communicate with a 

person or a group of people, usually in order to 

help or involve them / to offer help and support to 

someone” and phrase has been applied properly 

in i, iii and iv sentences. 

 

12) Answer: d) 

The phrase “see off” has more than one meaning. 

These are “ to go to a station, an airport, etc. to 
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say goodbye to somebody who is starting a 

journey /  to defeat somebody in a game, fight, 

etc.” and phrase has been applied properly in i, ii 

and iii sentences. 

 

13) Answer: d) 

The meaning of the phrase “back down” is “to 

admit that you were wrong or that you have been 

defeated” and it is applied properly in i, ii and iii 

sentences. 

 

14) Answer: b) 

The phrase “throw up” has more than one 

meaning. These are” to vomit / to produce or 

show something such as an idea or fact / to leave 

a job suddenly” and phrase has been applied 

properly in i, ii and iv sentences. 

 

15) Answer: b) 

The phrase “get at” has more than one meaning. 

These are “to reach or obtain something, 

especially something that is difficult to get / to 

discover the true facts about something” and 

phrase has been applied properly in i, ii and iv 

sentences. 

 

16) Answer: e) 

The phrase “draw up” has more than one 

meaning. These are “to make or write something 

that needs careful thought or planning / if a 

vehicle draws up, it arrives and stops” and phrase 

has been applied properly in all the sentences. 

 

17) Answer: d) 

The phrase “play up” has more than one meaning. 

These are “to emphasize something or try to make 

people believe it is important / If a machine plays 

up, it does not work as it should / When children 

play up, they behave badly” and the phrase has 

been applied properly in i, ii and iii sentences. 

 

18) Answer: b) 

The phrase “push back” has more than one 

meaning. These are “to oppose or resist a plan, an 

idea or a change / to make the time or date of a 

meeting, etc. later than originally planned” and 

phrase has been applied properly in i, ii and iv 

sentences. 

 

19) Answer: d) 

The meaning of the phrase “reckon with” is “to 

consider something important when you are 

making plans and so be prepared for it” and 

phrase has been applied properly in i, ii and iii 

sentences. 

 

20) Answer: c) 

The meaning of the phrase “brush up” is “to 

practice and improve your skills or knowledge of 

something” and it has been applied properly in i, 

iii and iv sentences. 
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